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Before
writing . . .

01

What is my book about?

02

Purpose, aim, objective of
the book

03

Who is it for? - readers,
audience

04

Why is my book needed?

05

Am I qualified to write it —
do I have the knowledge,
ability, and most
importantly the time?

Who are
the readers?

Consider who you are
writing the book for;
think broadly, and
consider both your
main market and any
secondary market.

What is the
book
about?
Whatever the topic of
your book, think of a
short descriptive title
and then consider a brief
description of what it is
about — no more than a
paragraph.

A Scientific/ Scholarly Journal Paper Structure
1. Title
2. Name of the author, contact details, and
affiliation informations
3. An abstract follow with usually 100-150 words.
4. Introduction which is almost a summary of the
work including objectives or the purpose. It
contains citations.
5. Methodology or materials and methods
6. Results and Discussion or Results followed by
Discussion
7. Conclusions
and
Recommendations
or
conclusions followed by recommendations
8. Acknowledgements especially for very key
support like finance or funding, if any.
9. References

For a semi academic book the outline/sequence looks something like this:
Introduction. – outline of questions or topics
to tackle throughout the chapter, and
description of how the chapter will deal
with them.
Topic 1 – answer to question 1.
Topic 2 – answer to question 2.
…
Topic N – answer to question N.
Discussion/synthesis. – how it all integrates
and relates to the overall book.
Conclusions, limitations and future work.
References.

Writing A
Chapter
Pick a topic. You
may have your
topic assigned, or
you may be given
free reign to write
on the subject of
your choice. ...

Prepare an outline
or diagram of your
ideas. ...

Write your thesis
statement. ...
Research question .
. . Or, what you
want to say/ write
about
Write the body. ...

Write the
introduction. ...

Write the
conclusion. ...

Add the finishing
touches.

Edit your text

Pick A Topic
After getting an overview of the
chapter, you will be in a better position
to choose a more relevant topic. Begin
by brainstorming, sit down, be calm
and start a free flow of thoughts and jot
down ideas. Narrow your focus and
choose an interesting topic depending
on the type of chapter and purpose.

Topic and
Chapter Title
Give your chapter an
interesting and appropriate
title. It will help draw the
attention of the reader and
pique their curiosity.

Create An Outline
Before you begin your writing, create your chapter outline. Jot your topic in the
middle of your page, draw lines branching from the topic and write main ideas
at the end of each line. From the main ideas at the end of the lines draw more
lines and include your thoughts.
Another option is to use a simple outline. Write your topic at the top of your
page, separate your essay into introduction, body, and conclusion. For a short
chapter, have an introduction, at least three main ideas, and a conclusion.
Leave spaces under each idea to enable you to list smaller ideas supporting the
main idea. The ‘skeleton’ will enable you to write a more organized chapter.

Sample Outline
Body Paragraph
Introduction
Paragraph
First sentence
Introduce the topic
The issues
Thesis statement

Give statistics
Information on the
subject
Research on the
topic
Relevant data if
any

Conclusion
Paragraph
Restate your thesis
statement
Support
arguments
Write a call to
action

Write Your Chapter: Create a Thesis Statement
You already have a topic and the paper/chapter
outline it is time to start the writing. Begin by
creating a thesis statement which must tell your
reader the purpose of your chapter. Read through
your outline to help you create an appropriate thesis.
Your thesis statement must state the topic and the
main argument of your essay. The single statement
must carry the overall response to the problem. Put
your thesis statement in your first paragraph then
make sure you refer to it several times within the
essay then restate it in your conclusion.

What is a thesis
statement of a chapter?
The thesis statement is a clear, onesentence explanation of your position
that leaves no doubt in the readers’
mind about which side you are on
from the beginning of your chapter.

Write the Introductory Paragraph
After creating a thesis statement and the body of the
chapter write an introductory paragraph. Make your
introduction fascinating to capture the attention of
your readers. Begin with a ‘hook’; you can use a
quote or a proverb, a story, a news cutting, a
dialogue, shocking revelation, a quote or a topic
summary. Sometimes you can even start with a
definition. Another interesting strategy to engage
with your reader is to start with a question.

Make sure that your
‘hook’ ties with the
thesis statement.
Remember: An
introduction is an eye
opener to your
chapter.

Introduction
This is where the writer
introduces his topic for the very
first time.
You can give a very brief synopsis
of your chapter in the
introductory paragraph.

Write the Body Paragraph
This is the part of the chapter/essay/paper that you
are supposed to explain, describe or argue the topic.
The main ideas you wrote down on your outline
becomes

separate

paragraphs.

Each

paragraph

carries the main idea. The paragraph begins with an
introductory sentence which carries the main idea.
Supporting ideas follow suit in sentence format
backed with relevant information and examples.
Don’t forget to cite every reference materials used.
Direct quotes must also be cited using the required
format style.

The Body
The body is the meat of your
chapter sandwiched between
the introduction and the
conclusion. So the most vital
and important content of the
chapter will be here.

The Body (cont.)

It is important to organize your
thoughts and content. Write the
information in a systematic
flow so that the reader can
comprehend.

The Purpose of Illustration in Writing
To illustrate means to show or demonstrate
something clearly.

An effective illustration
To clearly demonstrates and supports a
point through the use of evidence.

Illustration
- Tables, photos,
pictures, graphs,
charts

Write the Concluding Paragraph

This part must be given much importance as the
introduction part. The conclusion gives you a
chance, to sum up, your ideas and close up the topic.
Make it short; write three to five paragraphs. Do not
introduce

any

new

ideas

at

the

conclusion;

summarize your prior arguments. You have the
chance to restate your thesis statement and once
again support your stance.

Edit Your First Draft
Before you consider your first draft a finished
chapter, do the editing and proofreading. Checks
the general structure of your chapter and make
sure the correct format is used. Ensure that the
strongest points appear first and at the last
paragraph within the body of the chapter, the
others can be fixed in the middle of the body
paragraph.
Keep

your

language

simple

and

crisp.

Unnecessary complicated and difficult words
break the flow of the sentence.

Edit Your First Draft (cont.)
Read and reread your paper to ensure the
sentences are sensible and paragraphs flow into
each other smoothly. Check the grammar,
spelling, and punctuation make necessary
corrections. Delete any irrelevant sections;
improve
expressions
by
changing
the
vocabulary. Ensure you meet the word count.
Now write up your final draft and submit it
before the deadline.
It is not easy to do the editing and the
proofreading on your own. Give your chapter to
a friend to go through it before writing your final
draft or rather use professional proofreading
services available online at affordable prices.

Link its content
with other chapters
in the book
Follow both the
press and the
editors’ guide
(style, punctuation,
citation formatting,
etc.).

Thank you!

